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Abstract:
Third-harmonic generation (THG) has applications ranging
from wavelength conversion to pulse characterization, and has important
implications for quantum sources of entangled photons. However, on-chip
THG devices are nearly unexplored because bulk techniques are difficult to
adapt to integrated photonic circuits. Using sub-micrometer-wide polycrystalline anatase TiO2 waveguides, we demonstrate third-harmonic generation
on a CMOS-compatible platform. We correlate higher conversion efficiencies with phase-matching between the fundamental pump mode and
higher-order signal modes. Using scattered light, we estimate conversion
efficiencies as high as 2.5% using femtosecond pulses, and thus demonstrate
that multimode TiO2 waveguides are promising for wideband wavelength
conversion and new applications ranging from sensors to triplet-photon
sources.
© 2015 Optical Society of America
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1.

Introduction

Titanium dioxide (TiO2 ) is a wide bandgap semiconductor (3.1 eV) with high linear and nonlinear refractive indices, and strong birefringence. These properties make TiO2 attractive for
wavelength conversion using third-harmonic generation (THG) [1–4], integrated optics applications [1, 5–12], and as a promising source of entangled triplet photons [3, 4, 13, 14] for quantum information applications [15,16]. This final application is of particular importance, because
an efficient direct source of continuous-variable Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) [17] photons has been elusive so far [18]. THG has been explored in both bulk [3, 4, 14] and thin films
of TiO2 [1,2,19]. On the other hand, demonstrations of THG using integrated waveguide-based
devices have been limited to silicon nitride resonators [20], silica microtoroids [21], and silicon
photonic crystals [22, 23]. Achieving phase-matching for efficient THG is a challenge for such
waveguide-based devices, requiring careful design and fabrication [23, 24]. To highlight this
challenge, and how it can be overcome in our TiO2 platform, we show an optical image of the
green light generation in an anatase TiO2 waveguide (255 nm high, 800 nm wide [25]) when
pumping with femtosecond pulses at 1565 nm in Fig. 1 (left). We see that the strong green-light
spectrum appears at 534 nm in Fig. 1 (right) and not at one-third of the central pump wavelength
(522 nm). This apparent signal-shift is a consequence of waveguide-based phase-matching that
we will explore throughout this paper.
We characterize THG of femtosecond pulses in polycrystalline anatase integrated optical
waveguides in three experiments. (1) We confirm THG by measuring scattered green light as
a function of propagation distance when pumped using 1550-nm light, and use this to estimate
the THG efficiency. (2) We compare the THG signal from waveguides having phase-matched
and non-phase-matched geometries at a fixed pump wavelength. (3) We observe changes in
THG signal within a single waveguide when sweeping the pump wavelength. Our experiments
demonstrate nanoscale-feature-size dependence of the THG signal and strong THG using multimode (MM) phase matching in TiO2 waveguides.
2.

Background theory

In third-harmonic generation, three pump photons (e.g., around λ p = 1500 nm) are simultaneously annihilated via a χ (3) -process to produce one signal photon (e.g., around λs = 500 nm).
This process requires high pump intensities as Is ∝ Ip3 (signal and pump intensities, respectively). Furthermore, we must conserve both photon energy and momentum for high efficiency.
Optimizing this process requires minimizing the phase mismatch between these two wavelengths. For the degenerate pump case, critical-phase-matching requires matching the effective
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Fig. 1. Green light generation in a polycrystalline anatase TiO2 waveguide using a 1565nm pump: top-view optical image of the chip (left) and corresponding visible spectrum
(right). The observed peak around 534 nm is shifted from the expected third-harmonic
signal predicted if we consider energy conservation alone (521.7 nm).

indices of refraction, n p (λ p ) = ns (λ p /3), and is the central problem when engineering THG.
Here, n p (λ ) and ns (λ ) are the effective indices experienced by the pump and signal, respectively, and λ p is the central pump wavelength at the phase-matching point. For most optical
materials, the index of refraction decreases with increasing wavelength, making critical-phasematching difficult or impossible for such widely spaced wavelengths.
This problem is especially difficult for integrated optical devices. Common techniques for
circumventing this dispersion in bulk materials, such as birefringence [26, 27], and quasi phase
matching [28,29] require epitaxially-grown films or special layered materials (respectively) that
we cannot easily apply to integrated optical formats. Furthermore, within a single waveguide
mode, the field at shorter signal wavelengths is more strongly confined than at longer pump
wavelengths, creating strong waveguide dispersion. The compounded effects of material and
waveguide dispersion necessitate a novel approach applicable to integrated waveguides.
Multi-mode (MM) dielectric waveguides provide such an alternative method for phasematching between widely separated wavelengths. This technique was first discovered in doped
silica fiber [30] and was later applied to photonic crystal fiber [31–33] as well as several other
integrated optical formats [20–22]. As higher-order modes approach the long-wavelength cutoff, their effective indices decrease more rapidly than for the fundamental modes due to their
increased evanescent wave components. This rapid decrease allows us to match effective indices between fundamental (pump) and higher-order (signal) modes, even across one-and-ahalf octaves. This technique can greatly increase conversion efficiency, provided there is high
field overlap between the pump and signal modes. Therefore, by designing MM waveguides,
we can engineer mode-pairs for specific THG wavelengths with greater wavelength flexibility
than traditional phase-matching approaches.
Theory predicts several distinctive features indicative of phase-matched THG in MM waveguides that we can use to design and guide our analysis. For reference, we consider the case without phase matching. Consider the pump spectrum, Ip (λ ), and the energy-shifted pump (ESP)
spectrum, given by Ip (λ /3). In the absence of phase matching, the three-photon correlation
function should produce THG signal that is wider than the ESP spectrum. This is very different
for the MM phase-matched case. To gain physical intuition into this effect, we observe that the
higher-order modes strong decrease in effective index implies very different group velocities
for the pump and signal at the crossing point, where n p (λ p ) = ns (λ p /3), limiting the phasematched bandwidth. Neglecting self-phase modulation, this angular frequency bandwidth is
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−1
given by Δω ≈ 2π /(|v−1
s − v p |z) where vs and v p are the group velocities at the signal and
pump wavelengths, respectively, and z is the propagation length within the waveguide [31, 32].
Considering femtosecond pulses and effective propagation distances on the order of 1 mm, the
bandwidth of THG can be significantly different from the ESP spectrum, from which we expect
three features to be evident. First, the conversion should occur over longer distances and with
higher efficiency than could occur without phase matching. Second, the signal spectrum may
be significantly narrower than the ESP spectrum because of limited phase-matching bandwidth.
Third, the phase-matching condition may select out a portion of the ESP spectrum, potentially
offsetting the signal from the center of the ESP spectrum.

3.
3.1.

Experiment
Efficiency of scattered third-harmonic light

We observe the decay of scattered green-signal light (Isig ) as a function of distance to test
for the cubic dependence of the THG signal relative to the pump. We utilize polycrystalline
anatase TiO2 strip-waveguides fabricated using reactive sputtering and electron-beam lithography on silicon substrates, as described by Bradley et al. [8]. The bottom cladding is SiO2
(thermal oxide) and the top cladding is SiO2 , deposited using chemical vapor deposition. Here,
we measured the intensity decay in a 255-nm thick and 280-nm wide (top width) waveguide,
with a sidewall angle of 75°(Fig. 2, inset). We excite the fundamental transverse-electric (TE)
mode of our waveguides using a Ti:Sapphire-pumped optical parametric oscillator tuned to a
central wavelength of 1550 nm. This laser produces 180-fs pulses at 80 MHz with up to 360
mW of average power. No dispersion compensation is applied. We measure the scattered green
signal (Isig , with an observed peak wavelength of 515 nm) using a 0.28-NA collection objective
that images our waveguides on a CCD camera. We calibrate the CCD camera using a separate 520-nm source. Figure 2 shows the scattered green-light intensity as a function of distance
along the waveguide when pumped with 85 mW of average power (measured before the objective). The intensity variations correspond to scattering centers we observe at both visible
and infrared wavelengths. To understand the behavior of the observed signal, we present the
measured intensity decay for the pump itself at 1550 nm (IIR ) and for a 520-nm reference (Ivis ),
when injected during separate experiments. In addition, we plot the cube of the infrared 1550
3 ), when taking both loss and dispersion into account to model the THG
nm peak intensity (IIR
signal.
Comparing the decay of Isig with Ivis , we find the decay rate for the reference green light
(Ivis ) is much higher than that for the generated green light (Isig ). Therefore, it is evident that
3 fits the
the green signal is being re-generated along the waveguide. Meanwhile, we find that IIR
data well. The observed generated-green signal has a bandwidth of 3.4 nm. This bandwidth corresponds to an effective phase-matched interaction length of 60 µm. This length is shorter than
the visible streak, consistent with scattering centers interrupting signal buildup. We observe that
the infrared pump generates green light continuously along the waveguide proportional to the
cube of the infrared intensity, and we therefore conclude that the signal is due to THG.
To estimate the efficiency of scattered green light emission, we integrate Isig from the top
view camera images and compare to our injected pump power. We collect 6.6 µW of scattered
light vertically along the waveguide through a compound microscope when pumping using
62 mW at 1550 nm (measured after the coupling objective). Accounting for our collection
efficiency using a 0.28-NA objective (a solid angle of 0.25 sr) and assuming that scattering
occurs equally throughout a hemisphere (2π sr, conservatively assuming a perfect reflection
from the substrate), our scaled scattered power totals 165 µW. Using a measured coupling
coefficient of 10 ± 1 dB/facet at 1550 nm (the largest source of error), we estimate a conversion
efficiency to scattered light of 2.5 ± 0.5%. In comparison, collinear bulk rutile measurements
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Fig. 2. Normalized scattered visible light intensity (Isig , 509 nm) as a function of propagation distance (black circles) for the waveguide cross section shown in the inset. Comparing
the decay of the observed signal to separately measured visible intensity (Ivis , 520 nm,
dashed green), infrared intensity (IIR , 1550 nm, dash-dot red), and the cubed infrared in3 , solid blue), we infer that the visible light we observe is third-harmonic signal
tensity (IIR
generated within the waveguide.

have yielded an efficiency of 1.3% at 617 nm for a peak pump intensity of 7.4 MW/cm2 [3].
3.2.

Geometry-dependent third-harmonic generation

In the second experiment, we compare the visible-light generation in TiO2 waveguides with different widths and using a fixed pump wavelength. We use two polycrystalline TiO2 waveguides
that are 255-nm thick, and 700-nm and 900-nm wide (top widths), respectively, both of which
have a fluoropolymer top cladding. For each waveguide, we inject 330 mW of 1550-nm pump
power and collect the generated visible light using an out-of-plane multimode fiber placed in
close proximity to the waveguide. We adjust the fiber placement to maximize signal and then
record each spectrum using a spectrometer. Because the coupling, chip, and fiber placement
varies for each measurement, the visible signal strength only qualitatively indicates relative
THG efficiency.
We observe different THG behavior in each waveguide. The signal-spectra generated for a
1550-nm pump wavelength in waveguides with nominal widths of 700 nm and 900 nm are
shown in Fig. 3 (left and right, respectively). In the same figure, we show spectra from an additional 900-nm wide waveguide (right, blue line) fabricated on the same chip. For the 700-nm
wide waveguide, the signal is very low and close to the noise floor of the spectrometer. Upon
visual inspection of the chip, we observe dramatically less generated green light. Additionally,
the THG spectrum is only slightly narrower than the ESP spectrum. Meanwhile, waveguides
designed to be 900-nm wide show a bright streak of green light, similar to that in Fig. 1. The
visible signal has peaks around 521.8 nm and 526.8 nm in the first and second waveguide,
respectively, and are an order of magnitude stronger than for the 700-nm waveguide. Additionally, these spectra do not resemble the ESP spectrum in terms of central wavelength or spectral
width. We note that both signal-spectra are at the red edge of, but within, the ESP spectrum.
The signal strength, bandwidth, and central wavelength are significantly different for 700-nm
versus 900-nm wide waveguides, implying different THG mechanisms at work.
Self-phase modulation adds an additional term to the phase-mismatch calculation, shifting
the THG spectrum with sufficient intensity, and is the source of spectral broadening, which
increases the pumps bandwidth. To explore this effect in our waveguides, we reduce the average
pump power from 330 mW to 200 mW. We do not observe a change in the THG spectrum,
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Fig. 3. Visible spectra for different waveguide dimensions showing phase-matched and
non-phase-matched conditions. We show the energy-shifted pump spectrum, Ip (3λ ), as a
dashed line. The signal from the 700-nm wide waveguide is weak with a poor signal-tonoise ratio (red curve) and follows the energy-shifted pump spectrum, consistent with nonphase-matched THG. Meanwhile, the 900-nm wide waveguides generate strong, narrowbandwidth signal offset from the central energy-shifted pump wavelength. From simulation, we infer that the differences between the two 900-nm wide signals (red and blue) are
likely due to a 2% fabrication variation.

although we continue to observe spectral broadening of the pump [11]. Therefore, we neglect
the self-phase modulation term in our phase-matching analysis, yet consider the effects of a
spectrally-broadened pump.
We broadly categorize the markedly different behaviors between waveguides of different
dimensions as phase matched and non-phase matched. The weak, broad signal that follows the
ESP spectrum for the 700-nm wide waveguide is consistent with non-phase-matched THG.
On the other hand, the 900-nm wide waveguides show strong, narrow signal that is within the
ESP bandwidth with a shifted central wavelength. Although the 526.8-nm peak is shifted near
the red edge of the ESPs bandwidth, this peak falls within an ESP spectrum that is spectrally
broadened with SPM and intrapulse Raman scattering [11]. The increased efficiency, decreased
bandwidth, and wavelength offset we observe in the 900-nm wide waveguides suggest that only
these waveguides achieve MM phase matching around 1550 nm.
To confirm the source of these drastically different THG signals, we compare our data to
simulation. We calculate the total dispersion, β (λ ), for all guided modes from 500 nm to the
cutoff condition using a commercial finite-difference eigenmode solver. Figure 4 shows the
effective index versus pump and signal wavelength for the fundamental and several higherorder modes, respectively. For each pair of modes, we calculate the phase-matched wavelength
(PMW), corresponding to λs = λ p /3, shown as a crossing in the figure. In addition, we calculate
the pump-signal overlap and denote modes with numerically-zero overlap using a dashed line
in Fig. 4 [34, 35]. For simplicity, we focus on two mode-pairs having PMWs closest to the ESP
central wavelength. The 700-nm wide waveguide displays PMWs of 502.7 nm (zero overlap)
and 540.4 nm (non-zero overlap), falling to the blue edge and outside of the ESP spectrum,
respectively. The absence of PMWs with non-zero overlap within the ESP spectrum explains
the lack of characteristic phase-matched THG signal. On the other hand, the 900-nm wide
waveguide has calculated PMWs at 521.7 nm (zero overlap) and 528.8 nm (non-zero overlap),
both within the spectrally-broadened ESP spectrum. These PMWs are similar to our observed
signals around 521.8 and 526.8 nm, however, we note that we were unable to observe two
visible peaks simultaneously, consistent with overlap analysis. Our simulations reveal that the
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green-light signal we observe in 900-nm versus 700-nm wide waveguides directly corresponds
to the availability of PMWs with non-zero overlap within the ESP spectrum.
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Fig. 4. Calculated effective index versus wavelength for several signal-modes (thin lines,
bottom labels) around 525 nm for 700- and 900-nm wide waveguides. In addition, we show
the energy-shifted pump-mode (thick lines, top labels). Dashed lines denote modes with
numerically-zero pump-signal overlap, and the grayed-area shows the ESP bandwidth. A
PMW appears as a crossing between the pump and signal lines in this plot. The 700-nm
wide waveguide has a PMW with non-zero overlap far outside of the ESP-spectrum while
the 900-nm wide waveguide displays a PMW with non-zero overlap slightly red-shifted
from the ESP-spectrum.

3.3.

Wavelength-dependent third-harmonic generation

In the third experiment, we observe THG as a function of pump wavelength in a single waveguide. To reduce the number of PMWs, we investigate a waveguide with a smaller cross section,
having fewer higher-order modes at visible wavelengths, specifically, a 255-nm thick, 280-nm
wide waveguide, similar to the one used in the first experiment. Based on simulations, this
waveguide has a single, isolated PMW with non-zero pump-signal overlap [36] around 510
nm. We tune the central pump wavelength from 1440–1560 nm in 10-nm steps and observe
visible light generated using 20 mW of average pump power. Over this tuning range, our pump
laser bandwidth varies from 10–31 nm, which corresponds to transform-limited pulse durations
between 110–310 fs. This configuration allows us to isolate a single PMW and observe how it
varies with pump wavelength.
In Fig. 5 we show each spectrum as an intensity plot for each pump wavelength, allowing us
to explore the pump wavelength-dependence near a single PMW. For clarity, we denote the peak
of each spectrum with a circle and show the ESP central wavelength as a solid line. We observe
three key features. First, the signal closely follows the ESP-line (λs = λ p /3) for wavelengths
shorter than 1500 nm. Second, we observe strong signal when pumping between 1500 nm
and 1550 nm. Third, the signal crosses the ESP-line around 1530 nm, and is comparatively
insensitive to pump wavelength at nearby wavelengths, both in terms of peak-wavelength and
intensity. Specifically, the variation in the visible-wavelength peaks between pump wavelengths
from 1510–1550 nm spans 4 nm, whereas the ESP-line spans over 13 nm. Scanning across
a known PMW shows how geometry strongly dictates the strength and shape of the visible
spectrum.
This experiment allows us to observe both phase-matched and non-phase-matched conditions
within the same waveguide. Between 1510–1550 nm, we attribute the strong signal and the shift
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Fig. 5. Visible spectra as a function of pump wavelength for a 280-nm wide waveguide.
For each pump wavelength, we show the corresponding visible spectrum vertically as an
intensity plot, and we mark the peak wavelength with a yellow circle. For reference, the
energy-conservation line (λs = λ p /3, energy-shifted pump line) is shown as a solid line.
Between 1440 and 1490 nm, the signal is weak and follows the energy-shifted pump line.
Around 1520 nm, the visible signal around 509 nm is much stronger and varies little with
pump wavelength, signifying phase-matched third-harmonic generation.

away from the ESP-line to MM phase matching. This shift suggests a PMW of 509 nm, which
is very close to our calculated PMW of 510 nm. Second, the weak signal we observe from
1440–1490 nm closely follows the ESP-line, which is consistent with non-phase-matched THG.
Longer transform-limited pulse durations at shorter wavelengths and uncompensated dispersion
may play a role in the decreased efficiency. We are unable to draw conclusions from the abrupt
shift in signal wavelength (slightly shifted from the ESP-line) and strong signal around 1500
nm as it does not correspond to a calculated PMW. Finally, we expect that tuning over a wider
range should produce additional phase-matched wavelengths. The signal strengths and offsets
demonstrate both non-phase-matched and phase-matched wavelengths within the same TiO2
waveguide.
4.

Discussion

Our experiments demonstrate how engineering submicrometer-wide TiO2 waveguide dimensions can increase THG efficiency and provide a means to select PMWs. By optimizing the
waveguide geometry to take advantage of near-cutoff dispersion, it is possible to engineer
modal-pairs to enhance THG across a wider range of wavelengths than is possible considering birefringence in the bulk material alone. For example, birefringent phase-matching in rutile
TiO2 is limited to signal wavelengths longer than 612 nm [3]. The shortest wavelength we
demonstrate here, 509 nm, is by no means a fundamental limit. Removing this wavelength constraint will enable direct triplet photons in the C-band (i.e., the down-conversion of a 500-nm
pump photon to three 1500-nm photons), which is advantageous for long-range secure quantum communication. In future devices, exploring methods to reduce scattering losses at visible
wavelengths will be necessary to enable THG extraction and boost conversion efficiency. In
addition to increased wavelength flexibility, this MM phase-matching approach promises to
significantly boost triplet generation rates to practical levels [34, 35].
Analyzing the variation in 900-nm-wide waveguide signals demonstrates that strict dimensional tolerances are required for THG bandwidth tuning, and imply that we can use the interplay between phase-matching and pump-signal overlap to enhance THG efficiency. From
our data alone, it is unclear whether we are observing two separate mode-pairs or a single
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mode-pair with a shifted PMW due to dimension variations from fabrication. Variations as
small as 2% in simulations can shift the PMW by over 3 nm, implying that strict tolerances
may be required for most applications. We suspect that a single, dominant PMW is present and
shifts from fabrication variations for two reasons: first, we did not observe two simultaneous
peaks and second, the pump-signal overlap is numerically zero for our calculated 521.7 PMW.
In addition to optimizing pump-signal overlap, using co-polarized pump and signal modes,
which access larger χ (3) -tensor elements, should increase efficiency [27, 37]. Therefore, future
research should explore how waveguide geometry can decrease fabrication sensitivity while
simultaneously optimizing overlap and polarization to increase efficiency.
5.

Conclusion

We have demonstrated phase-matched THG from telecommunication to visible wavelengths in
polycrystalline anatase TiO2 waveguides, opening the door for applications in telecommunications, sensing, and quantum information. THG provides a method to convert C-band telecommunications signals to visible wavelengths for detection using inexpensive silicon detectors or
for visible photonic applications. In particular, the reduced bandwidth and comparative insensitivity to pump wavelength may have applications in wavelength division multiplexing. We
can exploit the strong sensitivity of THG to waveguide properties as a novel adsorption-based
sensor for chemical and bio-sensing [38–41]. In addition, strong THG implies that third-order
parametric down-conversion may be possible to create an efficient source of photon triplets,
which has important implications for quantum information applications [15, 16, 18, 34, 35].
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